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Announcements

• No office hours this Wed 

• Masha will be leading class Thursday



investigating(SEC, Tesla)



fire(Trump, Sessions)



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride_and_Prejudice

parent(Mr. Bennet, Jane)



Information extraction

• Named entity recognition 

• Relation extraction 

• Entity linking



Named entity recognition

[tim cook]PER is the ceo of [apple]ORG

• Identifying spans of text that correspond to typed 
entities



Named entity recognition

ACE NER categories (+weapon)



• GENIA corpus of MEDLINE 
abstracts (biomedical)

Named entity recognition

protein

cell line

cell type

DNA

RNA

We have shown that [interleukin-1]PROTEIN 
([IL-1]PROTEIN) and [IL-2]PROTEIN control [IL-2 receptor 
alpha (IL-2R alpha) gene]DNA transcription in [CD4-
CD8- murine T lymphocyte precursors]CELL LINE

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W04-1213



BIO notation

tim cook is the ceo of apple

B-PERS I-PERS B-ORGO O O O

• Beginning of entity 
• Inside entity 
• Outside entity

[tim cook]PER is the ceo of [apple]ORG



Relation extraction

subject predicate object
The Big Sleep directed_by Howard Hawks
The Big Sleep stars Humphrey Bogart
The Big Sleep stars Lauren Bacall
The Big Sleep screenplay_by William Faulkner
The Big Sleep screenplay_by Leigh Brackett
The Big Sleep screenplay_by Jules Furthman



Relation extraction

ACE relations, SLP3



Relation extraction

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), SLP3



Wikipedia 
Infoboxes



Regular expressions

• Regular expressions are precise ways of extracting 
high-precisions relations

• “NP1 is a film directed by NP2” → directed_by(NP1, 
NP2) 

• “NP1 was the director of NP2”→ directed_by(NP2, 
NP1)



Hearst patterns

pattern sentence

NP {, NP}* {,} (and|or) other NPH
temples, treasuries, and other important 

civic buildings

NPH such as {NP,}* {(or|and)} NP red algae such as Gelidium

such NPH as {NP,}* {(or|and)} NP such authors as Herrick, Goldsmith, and 
Shakespeare 

NPH {,} including {NP,}* {(or|and)} NP common-law countries, including Canada 
and England 

NPH {,} especially {NP}* {(or|and)} NP European countries, especially France, 
England, and Spain

Hearst 1992; SLP3



Supervised relation extraction

feature(m1, m2)

headwords of m1, m2

bag of words in m1, m2

bag of words between m1, m2

named entity types of m1, m2

syntactic path between m1, m2

[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2, the 
first film version of Raymond Chandler's 1939 novel of the same name.



Supervised relation extraction

[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2, the 
first film version of Raymond Chandler's 1939 novel of the same name.

The Big Sleep is directed by Howard Hawks

nsubjpass obl:agent

auxpass case

[The Big Sleep]m1 ←nsubjpass directed→obl:agent [Howard Hawks]m2,

m1←nsubjpass ← directed→obl:agent → m2



Supervised relation extraction

Eisenstein 2018



Supervised relation extraction



[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2

word embedding
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We don’t know which 
entities we’re classifying!

directed(Howard Hawks, The Big Sleep)
genre(The Big Sleep, Film Noir)
year_of_release(The Big Sleep, 1946)



• To solve this, we’ll add positional embeddings to 
our representation of each word — the distance 
from each word w in the sentence to m1 and m2

Neural RE

dist from m1 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

dist from m2 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0

[The Big Sleep] is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]

• 0 here uniquely identifies the head and tail of the 
relation; other position indicate how close the word is 
(maybe closer words matter more)



Each position then has an embedding

Neural RE

-4 2 -0.5 1.1 0.3 0.4 -0.5
-3 -1.4 0.4 -0.2 -0.9 0.5 0.9
-2 -1.1 -0.2 -0.5 0.2 -0.8 0
-1 0.7 -0.3 1.5 -0.3 -0.4 0.1
0 -0.8 1.2 1 -0.7 -1 -0.4
1 0 0.3 -0.3 -0.9 0.2 1.4
2 0.8 0.8 -0.4 -1.4 1.2 -0.9
3 1.6 0.4 -1.1 0.7 0.1 1.6
4 1.2 -0.2 1.3 -0.4 0.3 -1.0



[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2

word embedding
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[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2

word embedding

position embedding 
 to m1

position embedding  
to m2
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Distant supervision
• It’s uncommon to have labeled data in the form of 

<sentence, relation> pairs

sentence relations

[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir 
directed by [Howard Hawks]m2, the first 

film version of Raymond Chandler's 1939 
novel of the same name.

directed_by(The Big Sleep, Howard 
Hawks)



• More common to have knowledge base data about 
entities and their relations that’s separate from text. 

• We know the text likely expresses the relations 
somewhere, but not exactly where.

Distant supervision



Wikipedia 
Infoboxes



Mintz et al. 2009



Distant supervision

Elected mayor of Atlanta in 1973, Maynard Jackson… 

Atlanta’s airport will be renamed to honor Maynard Jackson, the city’s first Black 
mayor

Born in Dallas, Texas in 1938, Maynard Holbrook Jackson, Jr. moved to Atlanta when 
he was 8.

mayor(Maynard Jackson, Atlanta)

Fiorello LaGuardia was Mayor of New York for three terms...

Fiorello LaGuardia, then serving on the New York City Board of Aldermen...

mayor(Fiorello LaGuardia, New York)

Eisenstein 2018



• For feature-based models, we can represent the 
tuple <m1, m2> by aggregating together the 
representations from all the sentences they appear 
in

Distant supervision



feature(m1, m2) value (e.g., normalized over all sentences)

“directed” between m1, m2 0.37

“by” between m1, m2 0.42

m1←nsubjpass ← directed→obl:agent 
→ m2 0.13

m2←nsubj ← directed→obj → m2 0.08

[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2, the 
first film version of Raymond Chandler's 1939 novel of the same name.

Distant supervision

[Howard Hawks]m2 directed the [The Big Sleep]m1



Distant supervision

pattern sentence

NPH like NP Many hormones like leptin...

NPH called NP a markup language called XHTML 

NP is a NPH Ruby is a programming language...

NP, a NPH IBM, a company with a long...

• Discovering Hearst patterns from distant 
supervision using WordNet (Snow et al. 2005)

SLP3



Multiple Instance Learning

• Labels are assigned to a set of sentences, each 
containing the pair of entities m1 and m2; not all of 
those sentences express the relation between m1 
and m2.



Attention
• Let’s incorporate structure (and parameters) into a 

network that captures which sentences in the input 
we should be attending to (and which we can 
ignore).

 35
Lin et al (2016), “Neural Relation Extraction with Selective Attention over Instances” (ACL)



[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2

Lin et al (2016), “Neural Relation Extraction with Selective Attention over Instances” (ACL)

word embedding
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[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 1946 film noir directed by [Howard Hawks]m2

Lin et al (2016), “Neural Relation Extraction with Selective Attention over Instances” (ACL)

word embedding

position embedding 
 to m1

position embedding  
to m2

2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7

2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7

2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.72.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.72.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.72.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7

…

convolutional  
layer

max pooling 
layer

Now we just have an 
encoding of a sentence



[The Big Sleep]m1 is a 
1946 film noir 

directed by [Howard 
Hawks]m2

[Howard Hawks]m2 
directed [The Big 

Sleep]m1

After [The Big 
Sleep]m1 [Howard 

Hawks]m2 married Dee 
Hartford

2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7 2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7 2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7

2.7 3.1 -1.4 -2.3 0.7

weighted sum

x1a1 + x2a2 + x3a3

sentence  
encoding

directed



Information Extraction
• Named entity recognition 

• Entity linking 

• Relation extraction 

• Templated filling 

• Event detection 

• Event coreference 

• Extra-propositional information (veridicality, hedging)



Activity

• 16.ie/DependencyPatterns_TODO.ipynb


